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ADVERTISEMENT

Applications in standard Form of application (Assam Gazette Part –
IX) are invited from the intending candidates for engagement on
contractual basis at different Police Stations, District Jails and District
Judicial court of Karimganj district as Data Entry operators (DEO). The
application will be received up to 5 Pm. of 15th December’2022 at the
office of the Superintendent of Police, Karimganj. No application shall be
accepted after the deadline.
Number of Posts : 09 (nine) Nos
Last date of submission of Form : 15.12.2022
Date of written examination : 18.12.2022
Date of Typing test and verification of
documents : 26.12.2022 to 28.12.2022
The Criteria for selection of DEOs are as follows :-
1. Essential qualification: -
(i) 12th Pass with Degree/Diploma in Computer Application from any

reputed institute/Organization recognized by AICTE, Govt of India.
(ii) Proficiency of Typing in Bengali, Assamese and English
(iii) Minimum typing speed of 30(thirty) words per minutes in Bengali,

Assamese and English on Computer
2. Desirable Qualification(s) :
(i) Persons working as DEO in a reputed Govt. Institution/Office /

Organization etc. and having an experience of one or more years of
working as DEO. Experience below one year shall not be counted
and would be treated as a fresh candidate.

(ii) Persons already worked as Data Entry Operators (DEO) for CCTNS
will be given preference on production of proper documents.

3. Age limit : Age limit as on 1.1.2022 should not be less than 18 years
and should not be more than 40 years.

4. Period of Engagement :
(i) The selected candidates will be initially engaged for one year as

DEO.
(ii) The performance appraisal of the DEO will be reviewed time to time

subject to the performance report by the competent authority of CID.
Assam.

(iii) The Quantity as well as quality of Data entered by each DEO would
be reviewed on a monthly basis as part of performance appraisal by
CID, Assam based on the report submitted by the District
Superintendent of Police and on perusal of data entered into CCTNS
Server.

(iv) After performance appraisal, DEOs would be categorized as
excellent, very good, good, average and poor. The contract of those
who are under average and for category would be terminated giving
01 (one) month prior notice.

(v) The engagement of DEOs should be purely on temporary basis and
does not confer any right to the selected candidate for any permanent
post.

(vi) The Decision of CID Assam shall be final and binding on the
candidates.

5. Scope of work as DEO :-
 (i) To enter data in CCTNS Core application software (CAS) from IIF-1

to IIF-24 or in e-Prison/e- Prosecution and e-FSL application under
ICJS project.

(ii) To liaise with state CCTNS/ e-Prison,e-Prosecution and e-FSL team
and update the status of Data entry on daily basis.

(iii) To monitor the entries in Citizens Centric Services under CCTNS
system .

(iv) Any other duty assigned by the controlling authority depending on
recruitment, However only those works pertaining to CCTNS / ICJS.

6. Pay structure : Remuneration is fixed for the DEO @ Rs. 20,000.00
(twenty thousand) only per month with 3% annual increment subject
to satisfactory performance acceptable by CID, Assam. No annual
increment shall be given to any DEO nor his tenure extended without
receiving written confirmation from CID, Assam in this regard.

7. Leave admissible to DEOs : The DEOs will be entitled to get casual
leave (CL), Earn leave (EL) and Medical leave as applicable to state
govt employees. However, EL will not be admissible to DEOs during
the initial year of their appointment as their performance would be
evaluated by CID,Assam and make recommendation for their
continuation in service. No DEO shall continue to hold their post after
01 (one) year without written recommendation by CID Assam. This
exercise by CID Assam will be done after every quarter and
recommend to every district for retention of DEOs. Each DEO shall
have to work on Saturday and Sunday and on holidays based on
their recruitment for office work. The leave admissible to each DEOs
is not a matter of their right but subject to approval from concerned

competent authority ie. head of each district.
8. Selection procedure & condition :
i) The recruitment of the DEOs for CCTNS / ICJS project for the district

done by the Superintendent of Police for the Police stations, for Prison
(wherever exists) and Prosecution for the respective district as per
Annexure-1

(ii) Recruitment will be done by office of the Superintendent of Police,
Karimganj for all 7 Police Stations, 01 Prison/ Jail and 01 Prosecution.

(iii) An objective type test will be conducted which may be online or
offline containing multiple choice question. The question for the test
shall be on basic computer skill /aptitude and General Knowledge
(GK) this will be for 60(sixty) marks. The minimum qualifying
percentage of is 50%.

(iv) On qualifying of the written examination, there will be one typing
skill test followed by personnel interview. Candidates must have a
typing speed of 30(thirty) words per minutes both English and
Assamese. Maximum of 30(thirty) marks for typing test and 10 marks
for the interview

(v) Final selection merit list is based on the marks secured in objective
test + typing test and interview. The same will be sent to CID HQrs
for onwards submission.

(vi) Candidates already in service in any other department shall have
to send their application through proper channel and one No
Objection Certificate (NOC) to this effect shall have to be enclosed
with application from the concerned department / office/Unit etc

(vii) Candidates are required to apply in the standard form of application
with their latest colored photograph(02) copies.

(viii) Selected Candidates have to submit one medical certificate from
Govt. registered medical officer declaring the candidate to be
physically and mentally fit.

(ix) If any candidate is found to approach any one for his / her selection
or engaged in foul play in favour of selection and submit duplicate /
counterfeit documents, they would not be considered for selection
and a criminal case shall be registered against such candidates.

(x) Selected candidates shall have to make their own arrangement for
lodging and their place of posting. Selection as Data entry
operator(DEO) doesn’t confer any right on the candidates for
demanding/ asking for any government accommodation

(xi) If any DEO is relieved from his duties after completion of one year or
before due to nonperformance, the district Superintendent of Police
will follow the same selection procedure and send it to the CID, Assam
for final approval.

(xii) Each selected candidates has to sign one agreement/SLA before
his / her appointment which he/she shall obey during their tenure.

(xiii) If any DEOs leaves his / her job midway before completion of initial

one year period or without giving one month prior intimation, after

completion of one year period no experience certificate would be

issued to any DEOs. He/her dues, if any would be settled within sixty

days’ time.

(xiv) Along with the application, candidates have to submit their self

attested certificate / mark sheet in support of their qualification.

(xv) One copy of Address proof (AADHAR CARD /VOTER ID/DRIVING

LICENSE etc) shall also be enclosed with the application.

(xvi) Character and antecedents (C/A) verification of each candidate

shall be done by local Police Station and the appointment letter would

be issued only after receiving of Police verification report.

(xvii) The Districts Police should also keep 20% DEOs over and above

the allocation in reserve so that any selected DEO leaves the job or

not performing he/she can be replaced with those selected as reserve.

However, no payment will be made to the reserve candidate till their

appointed.

9. Selection committee :

(i) The decision of the committee formed for this purpose would be

final for preparing the merit list of candidates. The committee will

have district Superintendent of Police as the Chairman, Addl..Supdt.

of Police, (HQ/Crime) as member and Court system officer as another

member.

(ii) The Committee of the district Police will have the power for selection

of DEOs. Candidates shall not have any objection in this regard and

they are required to join the respective place of posting within 7

(seven) days in case of selection, except in cases of extreme medical

exigency supported by the relevant certificate from the medical

practitioner.
Sd/- Superintendent of Police

Karimganj :: Assam.Janasanyog/D/17459/22

BJFS -11/2021/

EOI FOR MILLING AGREEMENT

In pursuance of Govt. Notification vide No 219836/74 dtd

28/09/2022 all the interested millers under Bajali District are

hereby informed that the expression of interest (EOI)for milling

agreement under KMS 2022-2023 will be accepted from

03.12.2022 to 15.12.2022 ( No documents will be entertained

after 15/12/2022). The interested millers, preferably those

located within 8 K.M from Pathsala and Nityananda (AFCSCL

PPC) and FSD, FCI depots may submit their EOI along with

the following required documents to the undersigned.

1. GST Registration Certificate.

2. DIC Registration Certificate.

3. FSSAI Licensee Copy

4. Latest Electricity bill

5. ITR for last two financial years.

6. Copy of PAN card.

7. Bank Particulars.

8. Trade License under the provision of the Assam Paddy

and rice Procurement (Levy and Licensing) permanent

Order 1995.

9. Milling capacity certificate.

10. Installation and calibration certificate of Automatic blender

having the standards prescribed by BIS,i.e 17854:2022

(if necessary)

After verification of documents, the selected millers have to

submit non-judical stamp paper of Rs. 100/- (Rupees one

hundred) only.

For further detalis kindly contact, Food and Civil Supplies

Corporation Ltd. Head Offige, Khanapara, Guwahati -22.

Sd/- Asstt. Director i/c

FCS & CA, Bajali

  Cum

District Manager i/c

AFCSCL, Bajali BranchJanasanyog/C/15310/22

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST(EOI)

FOR MILLING AGREEMENT UNDER KMS 2022-23

No. SVSL. 80/2013/ PT-I/42

In pursuance of Govt Notification No. E-219836/74 Dtd.

28-09-2022 and E-241452/23 Dtd. 28-11-2022 all the interested

Millers under Sivasagar district are hereby informed that the

Expression of Interest for milling agreement under KMS 2022-

23 will be accepted from 05-12-2022 to 20-12-2022 (no

documents will be entertained after 20-12-2022).

The interested millers, preferably those located within

8(Eight) Km of PPC under AFCSCL - Demow, Morabazar and

Sivasagar may submit their EOI along with the following

requisite documents to the Deputy Director, FCS&CA cum

District Manager, AFCSCL, Sivasagar District.

Documents will be required :

1. GST Registration certificate.

2. DIC Registration Certificate.

3. FSSAI License Copy

4. Latest Electricity Bill

5. ITR for last 2(Two) Financial Years.

6. Copy of PAN Card.

7. Bank Account certificate

8. Milling capacity certificate.

9. Paddy procurement license.

10. Installation and calibration certificates of automatic blender

having the slandered prescribed by BIS i.e. 1785; 2022(if

necessary)

11. Rs. 100/- Non Judicial Stamp paper.

12. Trade license under the provision of the Assam Paddy

and Rice Procurement (Levy & Licensing) Permanent

order, 1995.

For further details kindly contact office of the Deputy Director,

FCS&CA cum District Manager, AFCSCL, Sivasagar during

the office hours.

Sd/- Deputy Director, FCS&CA cum

District Manager, AFCSCL

Sivasagar District.Janasanyog/C/15365/22

No. SSUHS/47/2010/Pt.

NOTICE
Quotations are invited from authorized Advertising/ printing

houses for installation and supply of following items :

1) SSUHS Signage & SSUHS Logo.

2) SSUHS Digital Notice Board powered by Samsung /

Panasonic / LG/ Haier/ Toshiba.

The detailed Notice Inviting Quotation is available in University

website www.ssuhs.in

Interested firms may visit the University website www.ssuhs.in

for details.

Sd/- Registrar

Srimanta Sankaradeva University of Health Sciences
Janasanyog/C/15327/22

No. CE/STBR/II/15/2022-23/4

SHORT NOTICE INVITING TENDER

The Chief Engineer, PWD (Roads), Assam,

Chandmari, Guwahati-3, invites Bid on behalf of the

Governor of Assam from eligible contractors for the work

“Construction of ROB at LC Gate No. SK-34 on

Bhawanipur-Manash Road under Construction of ROBs

on 50:50 Cost Sharing Basis’ for a total amount of Rs-

3074.58 Lakh (Approx.).

Details may be seen at website http://

assamtenders.gov.in. Amendment/Addendum to the

SBD, if any, and further notifications shall appear in this

website and also at the office of the undersigned during

office hours. The contractor/bidder must be registered

with the Electronic Tendering System (ETS) of PWD,

Assam website http://assamtenders.gov.in.

Sd/- Chief Engineer. PWD (Roads)

Assam, Chandmari. Guwahati-3.Janasanyog/CF/3219/22

No. CE/CW/44/2022-23/1

PRESS NOTICE INVITING TENDER

The Chief Engineer, P.W.D (Roads), Assam on behalf of

the Governor of Assam invites bid from approved and eligible

contractors registered with Assam PWD (Roads) for total

7(Seven) nos. of projects for repair / re-construction of

Guwahati city roads / drains etc. for mitigation of floods in

Guwahati city, under SOPD (G) for the year 2022-23 pertaining

to PWD, Dispur Territorial Road Division & PWD, West Guwahati

Territorial Road Division in Kamrup (Metropolitan) district of

Assam.

Schemes are not yet sanctioned by the competent authority.

In the event of non-sanction of the scheme, the bids may be

cancelled and no claim what so ever on this account shall be

entertained from the bidders.

Details may be seen at website- assamtenders.gov.in

and also in the office of the undersigned in “City Works Cell”,

from 04.12.2022 during office hours.

Sd/- Chief Engineer, PWD (Roads),

Assam, Chandmari, Guwahati-3.Janasanyog/CF/3217/22

India will be a formidable
team once again

Sunil

Gavaskar

T
he weather Gods saved India

from what could have been a

total rout in the three match

ODI series in New Zealand. What that

series showed is that when it comes to

pitches where there is movement or

the extra bounce the Indian batters

continue to be challenged as

were the earlier generations.

In Test match cricket there are

chances to show gumption and

technique and come through

it with some bruises and runs

to show for

the efforts

too but in one

day cricket

where there

is the need to

make every

ball count for

something the opportunity to wait for

the score-able delivery is much less.

The batters are perforce looking to do

something out of the box, so to speak,

and if that works then there will be

runs but if it doesn’t then there won’t

be much to show on the scoresheet.

The Indians also were without some

of their finest batters who were given

a break and the younger lot were ex-

posed on those pitches.

Now for the tour of Bangladesh all

the big guns in batting are back as also

in the bowling and India will be a for-

midable team once again. That said the

Bangladeshis are an extremely tough

team to beat in their home environs

and India will have to be at their best

to win. The pitches will be mostly

those that are likely to turn with low

bounce and the batters will like that

much more.

The move-

ment forward

is a much

more natural

movement for

batters and

that’s why on

pitches where

there’s extra

bounce and

m o v e m e n t

batters who

don’t move

their backfoot and use the depth of the

crease find it hard going.

It will be interesting to see if the

Indians hit the ground running or

take some time to get into their

stride.

In recent times even in under 19

cricket there has been a certain level of

acrimony between the two teams .

The weather is getting cooler as

winter approaches these parts and so

let’s hope that the only thing hot is

the action between the bat and the

ball. – TCM

Dhawan, Rahul jostle
for opening spot

MIRPUR, Dec 3: A consistent Shikhar Dhawan

and a supremely talented KL Rahul will battle it out

for the opener’s slot even as a top-heavy Indian bat-

ting line-up will aim for transformation and show

more intent against a gutsy Bangladesh in the three-

match ODI series, starting Sunday.

Throw a fabulously consistent young turk Shub-

man Gill (rested for this series) into the mix, and

coach Rahul Dravid will struggle to fit in all the box-

es of this jigsaw puzzle called Indian top-order.

The focus for the next one year will primarily be

on ODIs and just like the T20Is, India’s approach in

the 50-over format needs a sea change.

Sometimes having a plethora of options isn’t actu-

ally a good headache to have as it creates more con-

fusion among the rank and file of the team.

When there are similar skill set options, the coach

tries to give everyone equal opportunities but it results

in not having a settled line-up and this is not an ideal

situation when a marquee event is round the corner.

Currently, the Indian white ball squad is now go-

ing through that particular phase.

A few years back, Rohit Sharma and Shikhar Dha-

wan were automatic picks as India’s preferred ODI

opening pair with hardly any questions asked or their

spots being debated.

But Dhawan’s slow approach in the Powerplay

overs and the emergence of Gill as a potent 50-over

opener is bound to throw up possibilities.

KL Rahul, during the last phase of Ravi Shastri’s

coaching stint played a few games in the middle-

order but he loves to bat at the top and has had a fair

amount of success too.

Ironically, the numbers in the face of it will not

give a clear indication as to who should be Rohit’s

opening partner for the series.

In the 19 ODI innings that Dhawan has opened for

India in 2022, he had a poor strike-rate of 75.11.

While between 2016-18, it used to be 101 and be-

tween 2019-21, it dipped but was still a steady 91.

Rahul, who has five hundreds and 10 fifties in 45

ODIs with a healthy strike-rate of 85 plus and an

impressive average of 45, looks a better candidate.

For the opening match though, in case the team

management wants to give rest to a jet-lagged Dha-

wan, who has flown all the way from Down Under to

join the team in Mirpur, Rahul will certainly join

Rohit at the top.

While Virat Kohli at No. 3 is an automatic choice,

Shreyas Iyer as India’s No. 4 is slowly settling down.

Rishabh Pant after his heroics in the ODI series in

England remains ahead of Ishan Kishan to start as

No. 5 in the line-up.

Pant has copped a lot of flak for some of his cheap

dismissals in T20s but despite some underwhelm-

ing shows in the recently concluded series, he re-

mains the first choice keeper in 50 over format

Kishan, who prefers opening in T20 has got all his

three half-centuries in ODIs batting at either No. 3 or 4.

It is believed that Kishan isn’t being looked at as a

finisher and hence if he is played, he has to be fitted

somewhere in top four.

But this whole equation could be turned upside

down if Rahul decides to keep wickets, something

which he has done sporadically in the past.

With no Sanju Samson in this particular series,

Rajat Patidar and Rahul Tripathi, two consistent do-

mestic cricket and IPL performers will fancy a chance

or two to stay in the mix. – PTI

MATCH STARTS: 11:30 AM


